UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD
Central University P.O., Hyderabad - 500 046
O/o. the Controller of Examinations
Academic Section
Dated: 02-July-2018

No.UH/Acad/EE/2018/36 (ML)

NOTIFICATION
Sub: Admissions 2018-2019- List of Candidates provisionally selected for admission to
M.A. Applied Linguistics.
.......................................

The following candidates have been selected provisionally, in order of merit, based on their
performance in the entrance examination for admission to the first semester of
M.A. Applied Linguistics in the Centre for Applied Linguistics&Translation Studies,
School of Humanities during the Academic Year 2018-2019 subject to their fulfilling the
minimum qualifications for admission and other conditions given in the Prospectus for
2018-2019.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------SNo
HT.No.
Name of the Candidate
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Category
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 *
10 #
11
12 #

28221009
32221015
46221003
23221009
28221012
11221033
32221019
23221004
25221007
11221016
32221010
30221001

VRINDA BHATIA
AVIK MUKHERJEE
BANTUPALLI HARIKA
SUCHISHRABA SARANGI
JEFFIN T KALEEKAL
AKSHAR ARKIN
RUCHIRA DHAR
ASHISH DASH
ARATHI S
J DIGVIJAY
TULIKA PAL
PARISHMITA HAZARIKA

Reserved Categories
1 *
11221049 RANJITH KUMAR MATHANGI
2 *
11221076 SUKHABOGHI GAUTHAM
3 *
36221002 RAVIRALA RAVITEJA
1 **
30221006 AYESHA DKHAR
2 **
11221070 SRIKANTH LAKAVATH
1 #
23221003 SOUMYA DAS
2 #
23221010 ASHISH GARNAYAK
3 #
30221004 AKANGKHYA RP GOGOI
4 #
39221001 SANTOSH KUMAR
5 #
28221011 RAJ KISHOR
6 #
45221003 VIVEK KUMAR
1 ***
36221004 MOTHUKURI NARESH
1 +
25221004 KADAMBARI P S
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------

* = SC, ** = ST, # = OBC, *** =Physically Challenged, + = Wards of Defence Personnel
The above candidates should report in person (Proxy will not be permitted) for admission to
the Deputy Registrar (Acad & Exams) at the Admission Counseling Hall, College for
Integrated Studies, South-End Campus, University of Hyderabad Campus, Gachi Bowli,
Hyderabad - 500 046, at 2.00 p.m. on 12th July, 2018.

If the selected candidates fail to complete the admission as per above scheduled date and
time, the provisional Selection will automatically stands cancelled and the vacancies thus
arising will be filled from among the wait-listed candidates immediately thereafter. However,
the University reserves the right to grant extra time to complete the admission formalities to the
candidate due to administrative/technical reasons. At the time of admission, the candidates are
required to produce all their original certificates and T.C. together with a set of attested copies
of the same and pay an amount of Rs. 5460/- (including Rs. 1470/- refundable deposit ) for the
first semester. Candidates can pay the fees through ONLINE and submit the receipt of the
payment at the time of admission.
The candidates under reserved category, i.e. SC, ST, PH and Wards of Defence
Personnel should produce the certificate in the prescribed format issued by a
competent authority in support of their claim without which their claim will not be
considered. OBC candidates are required to submit the latest OBC certificate (obtained
on or after 1.4.2015) in the format prescribed by the Govt. of India.
As notified in the prospectus, the University cannot guarantee to provide hostel
accommodation to all the students admitted to various courses. If hostel is allotted, the
student has to pay the mess deposit and other charges of the hostel separately in addition to
the tuition fee etc. as stated above. The details on the mess deposit and other charges are
available on the University's website.
All Shortlisted candidates are required to download the Instructions from the University
Website. It may be noted that as was notified in the admission announcement, no individual
communications will be sent to the candidates.
Controller of Examinations

